Creating Language Rich Classrooms for ELLs Around the Hallmarks of Advanced Literacies Instruction (GRADES 6-12)

RIC Professor Emerita Nancy Cloud

Tuesday, November 5, 2019
9:00am - 2:30pm
Richmond Hill High School

AUDIENCE
ENL Teachers, Integrated ELA/ENL Teachers, and Supervisors of Teachers of ELLs

Creating Classroom Discussion/Speaking Opportunities and Structured Academic Language Practice that Advance Language Development and Promote Academic Success for English Language Learners/Multilingual Learners (ELLs/MLLs)

- The Mandates for a Language Rich Classroom
  - The Hallmarks of Advanced Literacies Instruction, the Next Generation Learning Standards, and the Bilingual Common Core Language Progressions

- Building the Hallmarks of Advanced Literacies into Units and Lessons
  - Why Discussion/Extended Speaking Opportunities Matter
  - Achieving the Hallmarks of Advanced Literacies in Your Secondary Classroom: A Focus on Hallmarks 2 (Classroom Discussion) and 4 (Academic Vocabulary and Language Practice)

- Talk, Read, Talk, Write: An instructional Planning Framework that Ensures Dedicated Language Practice and Content Learning

- Strategies that Advance ELLs Academic Language Proficiency
  - Strategies and Routines that Create Extended Speaking Opportunities and Support ELLs in Academic Discussions
  - Strategies and Routines that Build Academic Vocabulary and Advance Language Complexity

- Resources for Teachers

*PLEASE BRING A LESSON OR UNIT YOU TEACH TO THIS SESSION AS WE WILL APPLY EVERYTHING TO A LESSON / UNIT YOU TEACH PLEASE CLICK ON THIS LINK TO REGISTER.

PLEASE REGISTER HERE.

For more information, please call 212-992-6730 or email xr1@nyu.edu

The New York State Statewide Language RBERN is an approved Sponsor of Continuing Teacher and Leader Education (CTLE) pursuant to Section 80-6 of the Regulations of the NYS Commissioner of Education.